MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD for MAP 148-16(I) -- Person Authorized to Direct Disposition of Remains

1. SYNOPSIS: Adds the person designated by the Service Member on the DD Form 93, or any successor to that form, as the Person Authorized to Direct Disposition of Remains, regardless of the relationship of the designee to the deceased.

2. The attached clarifying revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by the DTMO Policy Reform Team.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 December 2016.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

6. Action Officer: Tim Haddix (timothy.g.haddix.civ@mail.mil).

//Approved//

JOEL T. RIDENOUR
Chief, Strategic Planning and Policy Division
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7260-E:

E. Disposition of Remains. Only the following persons may be designated to direct disposition of the remains of the deceased covered by this chapter (10 USC §1482(c)):

*a. The person identified on DD Form 93, or any successor to that form, as the Person Authorized to Direct Disposition, regardless of relationship of the designee to the deceased.

*b. The surviving spouse of the deceased;

*c. Blood relatives of the deceased;

*d. Adoptive relatives of the deceased; and

*e. If none of the above can be found a person standing in loco parentis to the deceased.
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E. Disposition of Remains. With reference to par. 7260-A1d(1): 10 USC §1482(c) states: Only the following persons may be designated to direct disposition of the remains of the deceased covered by this chapter (10 USC §1482(c)):

*a. The person identified on DD Form 93, or any successor to that form, as the Person Authorized to Direct Disposition, regardless of relationship of the designee to the deceased.

*b. The surviving spouse of the deceased;

*cb. Blood relatives of the deceased;

*de. Adoptive relatives of the deceased; and

*ed. If no person covered by clauses (1)-(3) can be found, a person standing in loco parentis to the deceased if none of the above can be found.